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10 Most Promising Customer Feedback Software Providers- 2017

T

he ways in which customer feedback proves
beneficial for business enterprises are
many. It helps improve a product or service,
measures customer satisfaction, offers actionable
insights, aids in customer retention, helps in formulating robust business strategies, and assists
in identifying customer advocates. In a competitive landscape, utilizing the advantages of customer feedback is a determinant that decides the
very existence of companies. This is particularly
the case of new-found enterprises which have to
be open-eared towards the opinions and sentiments of their customers to thrive in their businesses. The feedback collected through the web,
mobile devices, contact centers, retail outlets and
other platforms is subjected to machine learning
to uncover the most useful insights and to drive
business transformation.
As customer feedback encompass multiple
aspects of a business, to offer a single comprehensive solution that can handle all the requirements would be an almost unattainable standard.
Though many of the customer feedback solution
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This annual listing of 10 Most Promising Customer Feedback Software Providers
represents not only the glory of companies offering efficient customer feedback software,
but also recognizes businesses impacting the marketplace.
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providers proffer single and area-specific software services, a number of them are now astute
enough to separate their offerings and improve
the efficiency of their solutions to measure, analyze and improve customer satisfaction. Some of
these enterprises, with their footing firmly fixed
on customer feedback, are also expanding their
scope by furnishing online voting platforms
which, in the future might even host the parliamentary elections.
siliconindia brings to you the ‘10 Most Customer Feedback Software Providers – 2017’ listing, a collection of companies which are offering
exemplary digital solutions in the industry. An
expert panel of CIOs, CEOs and industry analysts along with siliconindia Editorial Board has
performed a diligent evaluation of the Customer
feedback space before listing the leaders of the
arena. This listing can aid our readers in their
search for inventive customer feedback solutions
while also educating them about the latest solutions and trends of the sector.

Company:
DATAWISE

Description:
Administering different
facets of Customer
Experience Management for
companies comprehensively
using discrete tools such as
DATTAB, SatisACTual,
ServQual, Optilox
and Meow.

Key Person:
Vinay Kumar,
CEO

Website:
mydatawise.com
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DATAWISE: Leveraging Deep Expertise in Data Analytics
to Offer Additional Insights into Customer Feedback

C

ustomer feedback has become the touchstone to
grade a company’s products/services. Linking
customer feedback to the performance of the
company is the new norm, and companies are in
need of deeper and more insightful feedback analysis than
ever. Having been in the market long enough to muster
the fact that no single tool can cover all facets of customer
experience management, DATAWISE, a Hyderabadbased company, has created various products handling
distinct aspects of customer feedback. The company’s
expertise in data analytics takes its customers to enable
the measurement of satisfaction levels, and equips them
with actionable insights. “With our deep expertise in Data
Analytics, we provide those additional insights that go well
beyond graphical representations of information and assist
in driving customer strategies,” says Vinay Kumar, CEO,
DATAWISE.The company has been recognized as 20 Most
Promising Business Intelligence Companies in India by
CIO Review for the years 2015-2016.

Individual Solutions for Individual Requirements

collection using technology eliminates human errors, and
provides harmonized field survey data, unique surveyor &
respondent identification, and mapping to a standardized
database. Our flagship products SatisACTual and DATTAB
have become industry leaders in terms of technology use in
the area Customer Experience.

The Other Weapons

Based on RATER framework for service quality which
measures Reliability, Assurance, Tangibles, Empathy and
Responsiveness, ServQual is an analytical tool to measure
service delivery performance and nullify the gap between
expectation and perception of a service offering. While customer companies have embraced social media to reach out
to their customers, many customers have also started using
Social Media as a means of providing feedback to their Service Providers. With the increasing impact of social media,
DATAWISE’s MEOW (Measuring Effectiveness of Online
Wow – a social media feedback measurement tool) helps

The swiftness and articulateness in responding to
DATAWISE's unique feature of data collection
unfavourable feedbacks are crucial determinants of
Customer Satisfaction. DATAWISE’s real-time feedback using technology eliminates human errors and
tool SatisACTual is a unique, responsive Customer provides harmonized field survey data, unique
Satisfaction tool that permits the setting up of trigger-based
surveys as well as detection and plugging of negative surveyor & respondent identification, and
responses. Apart from being user friendly,
mapping to a standardized database
the tool provides real-time status update,
automatic escalation, fully customized
determine companies’ online presence using a customizreporting and several others traits.
able set of parameters and weights. To reduce replication
SatisACTual has been built based on
of success achieved at a single location in other locations,
feedback from the Quality departments
Optilox creates a benchmarked score that enables other loof multiple companies in the Retail,
cations to map their performance to the ideal one. Optilox
Healthcare, Insurance/Banking, Energy,
helps the challenged retailer in optimization of their retail
FMCG, and more.The tool responses to
footprint, whether it is in terms of location, or buyer
surveys are searchable, downloadable and
behaviour, or pricing, or footfalls.
even available 24x7.
DATTAB (remote survey tool) is
Tackling Risk
designed to conduct customer surveys
As a corporate member of MRSI, and certified
at remote locations and to accurately
ISO 9001:2015 & ISO 27001 organization,
target customer needs based on the
DATAWISE adheres to the highest and most
feedback received. Conceptualized as a
consistent standards for IT security, and reviews
platform to bridge the information gap,
the risk of information security periodically.
Vinay Kumar,
it also inculcates feedback validation
Having served over 80 clients from various
CEO
mechanisms
to
avail
credible
industries, this 2003-founded company would
responses through geo tagging for
upgrade itself in the coming days as an enterprise
tracing locations accurately even when
with new products to leverage data analytics inall
the feedback is taken from remote
industry sectors with automated solutions and cash
locations. Its unique feature of data
the IoT revolution.
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